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Summary. Different theoretical methods including continual and molecular dynamic
treatments of nonequilibrium phase transitions during laser ablation are discussed on the basis
of several recent and earlier investigations. Attention is attracted, in particular, to some
discrepancies in description of vaporization and explosive boiling processes.
1 INTRODUCTION
Laser ablation of condensed matters results in various phase transitions which can be dealt
with different theoretical methods including continual, kinetic, molecular dynamic (MD) and
other approaches. In the first of them one uses together with differential equations of motion
also an equation of state which defines relations between equilibrium (or quasiequilibrium)
thermodynamic parameters of the considered system. Such description is not complete
because, in particular, some additional information is needed about non-equilibrium features
of the first order phase transitions. This information concerns, in particular, boundary
conditions at the moving phase fronts in the Stefan-like continual model of melting and
vaporization processes as well as superheating limits of the considered metastable states and
evolution of the states during its fast heating. Such questions do not arise in MD simulations
which give more complete picture of the nonequilibrium phase transitions. On the other hand
MD calculation results do not contain explicit information on thermophysical parameters
which appear in the corresponding continual approach and additional procedures are needed
to obtain this information.
In the present paper some results of recent and earlier investigations1-12 are analyzed to
clarify its consistency and discrepancies. In section 2 some general remarks are given on
continual description of the first order phase transitions. Section 3 and 4 are devoted,
respectively, to description of melting and vaporization during fast matter heating in the
framework of continual and MD approaches. Concluding remarks are given in the final
section 5.
2 CONTINUAL DESCRIPTION OF THE FIRST ORDER PHASE TRANSITIONS
First of all it should be reminded that the phase transitions are nonequilibrium processes
except for the cases where they are infinitely slow with infinitely small mass, momentum and
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energy fluxes across the phase boundaries. In such quasi-equilibrium processes different
phase states are practically in equilibrium at the same temperature. If the process is not slow
then the phase state temperatures are not equal and it is necessary to use the full set of
continual differential equations for mass, momentum and energy fluxes to describe properly
the phase transition process under consideration.
The simplest approach of the kind was realized as early as in XIX century by Stefan and
others13,14 who used heat conduction equation to analyze melting-freezing (solidification)
process. This well-known Stefan problem is nonlinear even if all thermophysical parameters
are temperature independent. This is due to moving phase transition front where Stefan
boundary conditions are formulated:
(1)
∂Ts
∂Tl
(
)
(
)
(
)
x = Γsl t :
λs T
− λl T
= ρ s Lm υsl
∂x
∂x
(2)
Tsl = Ts = Tl = Tm ,
In the classical Stefan problem phase front velocity can be considerably higher than sound
velocity6,15 and for this reason one should consider the phase transition problem in more
general formulations16-18. However, some important questions about superheating
(supercooling) limits or generalized boundary conditions cannot be answered in the continual
approach framework. The same limitations, to some extent, are also pertinent to different
forms of continual approach such as phase field model or others (see, e.g.,19,20) which are not
considered here.
The simplest vaporization model is also based on the Stefan-like approach with appropriate
boundary conditions on the evaporating surface (see, e.g.,6,15,21 and references therein). The
model is discussed in some details in sec. 4 where a comparison between continual and MD
calculation results is also given.
Nonequilibrium nature of laser ablation is not only due to violations of phase equilibrium
in irradiated matters. At sufficiently high laser intensities in irradiated metals electron
temperature can significantly exceed lattice (ion) temperature. In analogy with plasma
physics22,23 in this case two-temperature model is used based on two separate heat conduction
equations for electron and lattice (ion) interacting subsystems.24-26 Electron heat conduction
equation is also used in MD modeling of metal ablation.27-30
3 MELTING TRANSITION
Metastable overheated and supercooled states are inherent in all mechanisms of melting
and solidification, and therefore for the theoretical and experimental studies fundamental
problems, in which the solid can be overheated and liquid can be supercooled are of special
interest. Although certain relationship of processes of melting and solidification exists the
problem of supercooled liquids during solidification was more fully investigated,31-33
primarily experimental, compared to the superheated states in solids.
In recent years, experimental implementation of overheated metastable states in solids was
observed at high power pulsed influences in shock-wave experiments34, 35 nanosecond
electrical explosion of conductors,36, 37 and laser irradiation.38, 39
A theoretical analysis of the dynamics of phase transitions of the first kind leads to a
different versions of Stefan problem, 40, 41 by which in mathematical physics mean a wide
class of problems with moving boundaries described by equations of parabolic or elliptic
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types. In a sufficiently general statement, but without hydrodynamic processes, Stefan
problem can be reduced to a boundary value problem for quasi-linear parabolic equation with
piecewise continuous coefficients which have discontinuities of the first kind on the
previously unknown moving surfaces. In the case of laser action processes of heterogeneous
melting / crystallization and evaporation are described in the framework of a combined
version of Stefan problem,41 in which melting - hardening described by the classical Stefan
problem, and the evaporation in the framework of single-phase version with movable
interphase boundaries x = Γsl (t ) и x = Γlυ (t ) :
⎡ ∂ (ρ H )
∂
∂T ∂ G ⎤
⎢ ∂ t = ∂ x λ ( T ) ∂ x − ∂ x ⎥ , H = C p (T ) T , k = s , l
⎦k
⎣

(3)

⎛ ⎛ t ⎞2 ⎞
⎡∂ G
⎤
⎜− ⎜ ⎟ ⎟
(
)
(
)
+
=
,
T
G
0
,
G
t
G
exp
=
κ
ρ
0
⎢∂x
⎥
⎜ ⎝τ ⎠ ⎟
⎣
⎦k
⎝
⎠

(4)

x0 < x < Γ sl (t ) U Γ sl < x < Γ lυ (t )

−∞<t <∞

In the classic version of the Stefan problem for describing phase transitions melting crystallization at the interface x = Γsl (t ) are used conditions (1), (2).
On evaporating surface x = Γkυ (t ) as the boundary conditions are used 3 conservation laws:
x = Γ kυ (t ) : ρ кυ kυ = ρυ (υ kυ − u ),

pk + ρ кυ k2υ = ρυ (υ kυ − u ) , λk (T )
2

∂Tk
= ρ k Lυ υ kυ
∂x

(5)

Gk = A(Tk ) G (t )

The values that characterize the nonequilibrium of surface evaporation, are determined by the
ratios on the external side of the Knudsen layer by Crout model42, 43.
Tυ = αΤ ( M )Tk , ρυ = α ρ ( M )ρ sat , Pυ = α T ( M ) α ρ ( M ) Psat ( Tk )
M =

uυ
u sound

, u sound = (γ R T )

1/ 2

,

⎡L
Psat ( Tk ) = Pb exp ⎢ v
⎢⎣ Rμ

⎛ 1
1 ⎞⎤
⎜⎜ − ⎟⎟⎥ ,
⎝ Tb Tk ⎠⎥⎦

(6)

ρ sat = Psat ( Tk ) ∗ (Rμ Tk )-1 ;

α Τ , α ρ are the Crout coefficients, M is the Mach number at the outer side of the Knudsen
layer, ρ sat , Psat are the density and pressure of the saturated vapor, Pb , Tb , are the equilibrium
boiling pressure and temperature, Tυ , ρυ , Pυ are the vapor temperature, density and pressure,
u , us - gasdynamical velocity of vapor flow and the speed of sound. At M = 1 : Tυ = 0.633

Tl , ρυ = 0.328 ρ sat . A(Tk ) - absorptivity of surface.
In [44,45] was considered the impact of the laser with nanosecond duration τ = 40 ns , with
intensity of G0 = 107 W cm−2 and wavelength of λL = 1.06 μ m to the target of the
superconducting ceramics (YBa2Cu3O7-X) with thermophysical and optical parameters
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Tm = 1300 oK , Tυ = 2000 oK , C p = 0.5 J / g K ,

λ = 3 ⋅ 10 −2 W cmK , ρ = 5.9 gcm −3 , Lm = 2.5 ⋅ 10 2 J g , Lυ = 6 ⋅ 10 3 J g ,
A(Tk ) = 0.8 , α = 10 4 cm −1

Mathematical modeling using a model (1) - (5) shown that, Fig. 1-3, the main features of a
short and ultrashort influence on metals and ceramics are associated with high speed and
volumetric nature of release of energy of the laser pulse.

Fig.1. The spatial temperature profile (solid line) T(x) and intensity of the radiation (dashed line) G(x) in the
initial moments of melting. The vertical line corresponds to the position of the interface x=Гkv(t).

High speed of heating of condensed medium causes fast phase transformation of matter
characterized by the transfer through the phase boundaries of powerful mass and energy
flows. Removal the energy by the flow of matter in conjunction with the volumetric
mechanism of release of energy of laser radiation can cause overheating of interface surface
to temperatures far exceeding equilibrium values of melting Tm and evaporation Tb. Due to the
same reasons, near the irradiated surfaces in the solid and liquid phases are formed regions of
temperature maxima, Fig. 1, 2. In this case, the maximum overheat of solid phase of
superconducting ceramics with respect to temperature Tm was 150°K, and the liquid - a few
hundred degrees. With these assumptions, the lifetime of metastable states, respectively, are
tens and hundreds of nanoseconds. Metastability of solid phase leads to the dominance of the
melting process, which together with the reduction of influence of crystallization and
evaporation increases in 5 - 6 times the lifetime of the liquid phase Fig.3.
Transition to the region of ultrashort influence associated with a number of qualitative
changes. The rate release of energy in the pico- femtosecond range increases by several orders
of magnitude. Slow exchange of energy between electrons and the lattice contributes to the
appearance of strong thermodynamic nonequilibrium Te>>Tph. High thermal conductivity of
the heated electron gas leads to a significant increase of region of volumetric release of energy
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after the laser pulse. As a result the high degree of overheating of interface surfaces and nearsurface layers in solid and liquid phases is realized.

Fig. 2. The spatial temperature profile (solid line) T(x) and intensity of the radiation (dashed line) G(x)
correspond to the developed evaporation. The vertical line corresponds to the position of the interface x=Гkv(t).

Fig. 3. Time dependence of melting velocity υ sl

The propagation velocities of the phase fronts at the same time increase sharply. Since the
melting front velocity becomes comparable with the speed of sound in the solid phase
υ sl ≤ u s . Powerful flows of energy and matter through phase boundaries lead to a strong
hydrodynamic perturbations. Under these conditions the classical Stephen model becomes
unacceptable to describe the fast phase transitions and related processes.
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The dynamics of fast heterogeneous phase transitions taking into account the rapid
volumetric release of energy, a strong thermodynamic nonequilibrium and overheated
metastable states can be described in terms of two-temperature hydrodynamic nonequilibrium
Stefan-type model .46-48
Theoretical model. The laser radiation propagates from the right to the left and is partially
absorbed at the surface of the metal target. Fig.4 shows spatial configuration of the phase
fronts Γsl (t ), Γlυ (t ) and the shock wave in the condensed media Γsh,s (t ) . The statement of the
problem includes the following limitations and suppositions.

Fig. 4. Spatial phase configuration.

The mechanisms of the volume melting and evaporation are not included in the
consideration. It is supposed that the melting front appear at the irradiated surface when the
temperature reaches Tm and overheated metastable states behave in a stable way during the
consideration.
The mathematical description and modeling of the pico- femtosecond laser melting of hard
Aluminum target in vacuum is performed within the framework of following model:
⎛ ∂ρ ∂ (ρ u)
⎞
=0
⎜ +
⎟
∂x
⎜ ∂t
⎟
⎜ ∂(ρ u) ∂ ρ u2
⎟
∂P
⎜
⎟
=−
+
∂x
∂x
⎜ ∂t
⎟
⎜
⎟
⎜ ∂ (ρeεe ) + ∂ (ρeuεe ) = −⎛⎜ P ∂u + ∂We + g(T )(T − T ) + ∂G ⎞⎟⎟
e
e
ph
⎜ ∂t
∂x ⎠⎟
∂x
⎝ ∂x ∂x
⎜
⎟
⎜ ∂ (ρ ε ph ) + ∂(ρ uε ph) = −⎛⎜ P ∂u + ∂Wph − g(T )(T − T ) ⎞⎟ ⎟
e
e
ph ⎟
⎜ ∂x ∂x
⎜ ∂t
⎟
∂x
⎝
⎠ ⎟
⎜
m
⎜ ∂G
⎟
ρe = z ρ,
⎜ + α( Te )G = 0,
⎟
M
⎝ ∂x
⎠k
Γs < x < Γsh ,s (t ) U Γsh ,s (t ) < x < Γsl (t ) U Γsl (t ) < x < Γlυ (t )
−∞ <t <∞,

( )

where We = −λ ( Te ,T ph )

(7)

∂T
∂Te
, W ph = −λ ( T ph ) ph , ε e = Cυe ( Te )Te , ε ph = Cυph ( T ph )T ph
∂x
∂x
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P(ρ , T ) = P(ρ e , Te ) + P(ρ ph , Tph )

Here: ρ, u, ε, T, P are the density, gas-dynamic velocity, internal energy and pressure,
α (Te ), R(Te ) are the coefficient of volume absorption and the surface reflectivity, G is the
laser radiation density, Cϑ λ are the heat capacity and the heat conductivity coefficient, g (Te )
is the electron-phonon coupling constant. The indexes s, l,υ represent solid, liquid and vapor
phases, e, ph represent electron and phonon gas, k = s, l
The model of the surface non-equilibrium melting is formulated at the boundary x = Γsl (t )
as a set of three conservation laws: mass j sml , momentum j si l , energy j sel and an additional
condition for temperature.
All relations are written in the coordinate system moving with the velocity of the solid
phase us . The velocity of the phase front is given as υ sl = υ sl∗ − u s , where υ sl∗ is the velocity of
the melting-crystallization front in the stationary (laboratory) coordinate system.
j sml = ρ sυ sl = ρ l (u s − u l + υ sl ),

(8)

j sil = Ps + ρ sυ 2sl = p l + ρ l (u s − u l + υ sl ) ,
2

(9)

,

⎡
υ 2sl ⎤
⎡
(u s − u l + υ sl )2 ⎤
T
m
j = − j + j ⎢H s +
⎥ = − j l + j sl ⎢ H l +
⎥,
2 ⎥⎦
2
⎢⎣
⎦⎥
⎣⎢
e
sl

T
s

where H l = C ps ΔTsl

m
sl

H l = C pl ΔTsl + Lm

Ws = −λ (Tph,s )

∂ Tph,s

,

Wl = −λ (T ph,l )

(10)

∂ T ph,l

∂x
∂x
Here H s , H l , Wl , Ws are the enthalpy and the heat flows in the solid and liquid phases
correspondingly.
The energy conservation law for j sel can be easily transformed into canonical form of the
differential Stefan condition:
∂T ⎞
∂T ⎞ ⎛
⎛
⎜⎜ λ ph ph ⎟⎟ − ⎜⎜ λ ph ph ⎟⎟ = ρ s Lne
m υ sl ,
∂x ⎠ l
∂x ⎠ s ⎝
⎝

(11)

The differential Stefan condition is supplemented by the kinetic condition to obtain melting
front velocity υ sl
⎡

⎛

Lne
ΔTsl
m
⎝ k B Tm Tsl

υ sl (ΔTsl ) = αυ h ⎢1 − exp ⎜⎜ −
⎣

⎞⎤
⎟⎟ ⎥
⎠⎦

(12)

where Tsl = Ts = Tl = Tm (Ps ) , Tm (Ps ) = (Tm, 0 + θ ⋅ Ps ) , θ is a constant depending on the material,

Ps is the pressure on the surface of the solid phase. The pressure dependence of the melting
temperature is typical for the fast phase transitions where the velocity of the phase front υ sl is
comparable to the velocity if sound in the condensed media. Lne
m is the non-equilibrium
melting heat.
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ρ s + ρ l (u s − u l ) 2
L = L m + ΔC psl ΔT sl +
, ΔC psl = (C pl − C ps ), ΔTsl =(Tm (Ps ) − Tm )
ρs − ρl
2
ne
m

The following relations are written for the electron component at x = Γsl (t ) :

⎛ ∂Te ⎞ ⎛ ∂Te ⎞
⎟ ,
⎟ = ⎜ λe
⎜ λe
⎝ ∂x ⎠ s ⎝ ∂x ⎠ l

Te, s = Te,l ,

(13)

The model of surface non-equilibrium evaporation is formulated within the approximation
of the Knudsen layer. Three conservation laws are written at the boundary x = Γkυ (t ) : mass
j kmυ , momentum jki υ , energy j keυ and two additional relations, characterizing the degree of
non-equilibrium of the phase transition. All relations at the evaporating surface are written in
the coordinate system moving with the velocity of the condensed phase υ kυ = υ k∗υ − u k , υ k∗υ is
the evaporation front velocity in the stationary (laboratory) coordinate system:

j

e
kυ

j kmυ = ρ k υ kυ = ρ υ (u k − uυ + υ kυ ),

(14)

j ki υ = Pk + ρ k υ k2υ = pυ + ρ υ (u k − uυ + υ kυ ),2

(15)

⎡
⎡
(u k − uυ + υ kυ )2 ⎤
υ k2υ ⎤
m
= −W k + j ⎢ H k +
⎥,
⎥ = −Wυ + j kυ ⎢ H υ +
2
2 ⎦
⎢⎣
⎣
⎦⎥

where Wk = −λ (Tph ,k )

m
kυ

∂ T ph ,k
∂x

, Wυ = −λ (Tυ )

(16)

∂ Tυ
, H k = C pυ (T ph ,k − Tb ), H υ = C pυ (Tυ − Tb ) + Lυ .
∂x

The conservation law can be finally written as
∂T ⎞
⎛
⎜⎜ λ ph ph ⎟⎟ = ρ kυ kυ Lυne ,
∂x ⎠ k
⎝

(17)

ρ k + ρυ (u l − uυ )2
Lυ = Lυ (T ph ,k ) + C pυ (Tb − T ph ,k ) +
ρ k − ρυ
2
ne

The values of Tυ , ρυ , pυ are determined from the relations at the non-equilibirum

Knudsen layer (6) where Lυne is the non-equilibrium heat of evaporation , α Τ , α ρ are the

Crout coefficients, M is the Mach number at the outer side of the Knudsen layer, ρ sat , Psat are
the density and pressure of the saturated vapor, Pb , Tb , are the equilibrium boiling pressure
and temperature, Tυ , ρυ are the vapor temperature and pressure. At M=1: Tυ = 0.633 Tl , ρυ
=0.328 ρ sat .
The following relations are written for the electron component and the equation of the laser
energy transfer at the boundary x = Γlυ (t ) :
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− λe

⎛ ⎛ t ⎞2 ⎞
∂T e
= σ Te4 , G (t ) = A(Te ) ⋅ G0 exp⎜ − ⎜ ⎟ ⎟
⎜ ⎝τ ⎠ ⎟
∂x
⎝
⎠

(18)

where σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, R is the surface reflectivity coefficient. The
temperature dependencies of the transport and optical properties λe (Te , T ph ) , λ ph (T ph ) , g (Te ) ,

α ( Te ) , A(Te ) were determined using the approach from Refs.47

Modeling results. The surface of the Aluminum target in vacuum is irradiated by a laser
⎛ ⎛ t ⎞2 ⎞
pulse with Gaussian time distribution of intensity Gk = A(Tk )G0 exp ⎜ − ⎜ ⎟ ⎟ , wavelength
⎜ ⎝τ ⎠ ⎟
⎝
⎠
−12
−15
−2
λ = 0.8 μ m , fluence of F = 1. J cm , duration of τ = 10 s, τ = 10 s , and peak intensity

(

)

(

)

of G0 = F / π 1 / 2τ = 5.64 ⋅ 10 11Wcm −2 , . G0 = F / π 1 / 2τ = 5.64 ⋅ 10 14 Wcm −2
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Fig. 5. Time dependence of electron and lattice temperatures on the target surface, (τ = 1 ps).

The main features of ultrashort laser influence determined by one of the major factors - a
high rate of energy release. Fig. 5,7 show the time dependence of the temperature on the
surface Te(t), Tph(t) for the picosecond and femtosecond pulses, respectively. Fig. 6,8 present
the spatial distribution of temperature at maximum overheating of lattice for both duration of
incident pulses. The time profiles Te(t) with a slight shift repeated time shape of the pulse,
reaching the maximum values immediately after the peak intensity Te max (t ) ≈ 2.58 ⋅ 10 4 K ,

Fig. 5, for picosecond pulse and Te max (t ) ≈ 5.48 ⋅ 10 4 K for femtosecond, Fig. 7.

The maximum value of the lattice temperature is reached in the picosecond range and
amounts T ph ,max ≈ 1.05 ⋅ 10 4 K for picosecond pulse, Fig. 6, and T ph ,max ≈ 1.14 ⋅ 10 4 K for
femtosecond duration, Fig. 8. The ability to achieve such temperatures with femtosecond
heating has been shown in 49 using molecular dynamic simulations.
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Fig. 6. Picosecond influence (τ = 1 ps). Spatial distribution of electron and lattice temperatures
at the moment t = 4 ps.
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Fig. 7. Time dependence of electron and lattice temperatures on the target surface, (τ=1fs).

High heating rate predetermines high velocity of propagation of the phase fronts of melting

υ sl (t ) and evaporation υ lυ (t ) . At picosecond influence melting begins at the leading edge of
the laser pulse and quickly reaches a maximum value υ sl max (t ) ≈ 4.25 km s . Surface
evaporation begins with some delay because of the larger quantity of specific energy of
evaporation Lυne ( Lυne >> Lne
m ), maximum surface evaporation rate of about an order of
magnitude less than the rate of melting υ lυ max (t ) ≈ 300 m s . At femtosecond influence phase

transformations begin with a big delay relative to the pulse ends after about 103τ.
High velocity of propagation of the phase fronts are associated with a powerful cross-flow
of matter and energy across the interface. Combined with volumetric nature of the energy
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transfer from the electron gas to the lattice, this leads to the formation of strongly overheated
metastable states and the appearance of subsurface temperature maxima in the solid and liquid
phases, Fig. 6,8. Since the maximum value of the velocity of the melting front are comparable
to the speed of sound in the solid phase υ sl max (t ) ≈ υ sound was formed a shock wave running
ahead of the melting front, Fig. 6,8.
Ti
Te

16000

t=+2.4ps
solid

14000
12000

shock
wave

liquid

T[K]

10000
8000

5700K

6000
4000

4000K
67nm

2000

11nm

0
99,90 99,91 99,92 99,93 99,94 99,95 99,96 99,97 99,98 99,99 100,00

x[mkm]

Fig. 8. Femtosecond influence (τ = 1 fs). Spatial distribution of electron
and lattice temperatures at the moment t = 2.4 ps

Location of phase fronts and shock wave are marked by vertical dashed lines. Arrows
indicate the position of the maxima of temperature and their values. Let us remind that the
maximum values of temperature maxima were obtained assuming no homogenous phase
transitions whose description in the framework of continuum models is not possible, so the
questions of the maximum overheat, of the stability of superheated states and of effective
criterion of appearance of a new phase in a volume of superheated material in the process of
nonequilibrium heating remain open. For their investigation requires the use of atomistic
models and molecular dynamics methods.50-52
4 LIQUID-VAPOR TRANSITION
In continual approach this transition can be described in the framework of generalized
Stefan model with sharp liquid-vapor interfaces where kinetic boundary conditions are
formulated for mass, momentum and energy fluxes or its thermodynamic counterparts with
addition of flow and phase front velocities.43,53
This model, incorporated in the whole set of gas- and hydrodynamic equations, makes it
possible to investigate, e.g., stability problem of the evaporating surface at different values of
vapor flow Mach number53. It permits also to investigate plasma formation in vapor plume
provided ionization and recombination processes as well as other radiation effects are taken
into account.54-56
Here for simplicity we consider only one equation of the set which describes temperature
distribution in absorbing condensed matter (x >0) subject to intense laser irradiation
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∂T
∂T
∂ 2T αI
−υ
−χ 2 =
exp (− αx )
∂t
∂x
∂x
ρc
x = 0 : cχ

∂T
= Lυ ;
∂x

(19)

x = ∞ : T (t , ∞ ) = T∞

where the density ρ, heat capacity c, thermal diffusivity χ and absorption coefficient α are
assumed to be constant. Boundary condition for the temperature gradient is formulated at the
evaporating surface moving into the irradiated target with velocity χ. Vaporization velocity υ
and latent heat of evaporation L depend on the surface temperature Ts. Reference frame in eq.
(19) moves together with evaporating front at x = 0.
From (19) it follows for the steady state temperature distribution (see, e.g.,6):
⎡
⎛ υ
Tst = T∞ + ΔT ⎢ A ⋅ exp (- αx ) + B ⋅ exp ⎜⎜ −
⎝ χ
⎣

⎞⎤
x ⎟⎟⎥
⎠⎦

(20)

A = υ (cΔT + L ) cΔT (υ − αχ ),
B = 1 − A,

Δ T = T0 − T ∞ , G = ρυ (L + c Δ T )

p ⎛ m
υ = 0.83 ⎜⎜
ρ 0 ⎝ 2πkTs

12

⎞
⎟⎟ ,
⎠

p (Ts ) = pb ⋅ exp [11.5 ⋅ (1 − Tb Ts )]

(21)
(22)

where p(Ts), Tb and pb = 1 bar are, respectively, saturated pressure, temperature and pressure
at normal boiling point, m – vapor particle mass, k – Boltzmann constant. Coefficient 11.5 in
(22) approximately describes saturated pressure behavior in the considered model. The
considered model demonstrates that subsurface values of T(x) can be higher than Ts if the
parameter y = αχ υ is not too big. It should be also reminded that during evaporation into
vacuum the recoil pressure pr is lower than saturated pressure p (Ts). Due to this fact it is
impossible to realize the steady state surface vaporization regime (20-22) when y is small or
comparable with unity because of subsurface explosive boiling which can occur again and
again during laser pulse action greatly disturbing .the surface vaporization regime (20-22)
with only one plane phase boundary. Vaporization process in the case of bulk absorption was
considered in several papers (see, e.g.,6 and references therein) but some important features of
the process still remain to be investigated experimentally and theoretically. It seems possible,
e.g., that the features can manifest itself in destructive interference effect of simultaneous
contributions from thermoacoustic and vaporization mechanisms to resulting pressure
signals.57,58
For metals usually y >> 1 so that the steady state surface vaporization regime (20) has a
rather wide applicability limits. In this situation, however, another question arises which also
concerns the subsurface explosive boiling. Can this process develop in metals where y >> 1,
temperature maximum Tm exceeds Ts only slightly and the distance Tm subsurface location
from the surface is of the order of radiation penetration length (about 10 nm).
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Negative answer to this question is given in recent paper12 with references to some earlier
works4,7 where the explosive boiling problem was discussed in the continual approach
framework. On the contrary, about four decades ago it was suggested that repetitive explosive
boiling due to the subsurface superheating in metals should occur and the difference
δT = Tm – Ts should be taken into account despite its rather small value.3 Such suggestion is
in agreement with recent MD calculations.9,10
Fig 9 shows typical steady state temperature distribution in metal with parameters
corresponding to the model used in 9,10. In accordance with above mentioned temperature
distribution features for metals the difference δT is hardly visible in Fig 9 except for the
given inset. Nevertheless, it is the difference δT that gives rise to some remarkable aspects of
explosive boiling process investigated in 9,10.with the help of MD modeling.
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In 9,10 nanosecond laser ablation of liquid metal film (Al, 500 nm thickness) was studied in
the intensity range 38.5 – 154 MW/cm2 . In this range four different ablation regimes can be
observed surface evaporation, explosive boiling, spinodal decomposition and supercritical
fluid expansion.
In Fig. 10 two temperature distributions obtained from continual model (19) and MD
calculations (fluctuating curve) are compared. Near the right film side the fluctuating curve
goes somewhat higher than the continual model curve which corresponds to infinite film
thickness value. Explosive boiling begins in the region of Tm location where vapor cavity
appears and short (subnanosecond) pressure pulse is generated. Expansion of the subsurface
cavity pushed the thin liquid layer (about 10 nm) away from the irradiated surface and
afterword the process is repeated as it is seen from the density distribution in Fig 11. Such
explosions occur at t = 1 ns, 1.4 ns, 1.6 ns, 2 ns and 2.3 ns after the constant radiation
intensity G=38.5 MW/cm2 is switched on at t = 0.
1 ,4
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Fig.11. 1D particle density distribution at t = 1.65 ns after the radiation pulse with constant intensity
G=38,5MW/cm2 is switched on. Radiation goes from the right.

a)

b)

Fig.12. 2D snapshots of particle density at t = 1.82 ns after the radiation pulse with constant intensity
G = 44 MW/cm2 is switched on (a), and at t =0.73 ns with G= 88 MW/cm2 (b) Radiation goes from the right.
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More detailed picture of nanosecond metal ablation evolution which includes studies of
surface evaporation, explosive boiling, spinodal decomposition and supercritical fluid
expansion (Fig 11-13) can be found.9,10 This picture is based on MD calculation results and
differs from the previous continual model descriptions of laser ablation4,5,12 where, in
particular, the subsurface superheating was not taken into account properly.
5 CONCLUDING REMARKS
Presented here comparison of the results obtained in the framework of continual and MD
calculations shows that the small subsurface temperature maximum is very important for
adequate explosive boiling description as it was suggested early.3 This temperature maximum
determines the short (subnanosecond) pressure pulses which appear during explosive boiling
process and which were not considered in the continual descriptions.4,5,7,12 Such short pressure
pulses can be used as experimental markers which demonstrate during laser ablation how the
irradiated matter is close to its critical region. It is clear10 that in this region one should also
consider plasma formation effects on the laser ablation process.
According to Van der Waals equation of state constant pressure heat capacity diverges and
changes its sign at spinodal line. In real physical systems no such well defined line exists
because of growing unstable thermodynamic fluctuations. Our estimations59 based on the
results MD calculations10 shows that heat conduction coefficient grows near superheating
temperature limit. Spinodal and critical point manifestations in strongly nonequilibrium
conditions of laser ablation need more experimental and theoretical investigations.
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